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Five search words from random word generator, I know the words from start of session. 

Bikini's Brinjal Frog Table Grapes

Something is uncomfortable, bright green color, flat against the ground on the right side. The floor is 
black. It feels like overcast above us from light green structures like plants, like we are hiding in a 
shady comfortable breezy place. We have almost crawled underneath something. It is something 
disgusting and unpleasant. 

Emphasis map: Main element flat against the ground lower right side, some emphasis but weak but 
still of importance along top in the overcast. 

10:31 AM Probe

We are hiding down here in the dark shade. There is yellow on top of the green, four yellow spots, 
the first pair of spots are larger than the second pair of spots. There is pink red curved line at the left 
front. The green element on the bottom right is sitting inside of a paper, almost wrapped in the 
paper but we can see into it it is open on top, the paper is creased with fine vertical lines and not 
smooth, the paper is an off-white color. 

Ok I see frog back flippers. 

The green element is small and fairly flat against the floor (but not paper thin) and it is hiding here. 

10:40 AM End RV. I need to keep the amount of probing about equal across all these sessions, 
otherwise I could have gone on probing this some more, but we have the initial impressions and 
initial elements and those are not going to change. 

Now this is an interesting session. We have the known search words as clues to logic, so when I start 
to get impressions, logic of course runs it quick through the search words and thinks that we most 
likely have "frog" out of the search words. 

The reason why I give this session an A is because the top of the eggplant looks exactly like the frog 
flipper that I saw and drew. I may have managed to get impressions in spite of the obstacle course I 
have set out in front of me of having known search words. It is brilliant when we get a target image 
which is not any of the search words, because these are the cases where we can really see better 



what is going on in the Version B protocol sessions. I recognize that eggplant cap. To have called it a 
"frog flipper" is just logic doing some labeling, trying to make sense out of what I saw. What I 
perceived with RV was not the written out words frog flipper, but a green shape just like that. 

There are yellow spots on the slices of eggplant. The paper cup with vertical lines could have come 
from the lines across the white background. These two connections of correlation are not exactly 
obvious, but are possible. The yellow spots could have also been the white spaces of the cut slices of 
aubergine, I tend to be pretty good it seems at finding round things, spots and dots. Also if we look 
at one of the slices, particularly the one on the right side on the target image, the lines on the image 
sort of make it look like an off-white paper cup perhaps. I am reaching a bit too far, as usually the 
correlation is much more obvious than here. 

PS. I am sorry if I said aubergines are disgusting, I love eating aubergines. 

Image source https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/eggplant-cut.html
Image link https://c8.alamy.com/comp/P9RC9E/sliced-eggplant-aubergine-cut-in-round-circles-
isolated-on-white-background-P9RC9E.jpg

10:50 AM End session. 


